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Provide a DDA compliant bench seat 
with back and armrests and hard 
surface link to path.

Scattered granite boulders reference 
the adjacent mountain, particularly 
Dog Rocks and its iconic boulders

Drain south side:
Excavate outwards to create three 
terraces retained with log edges

Rubber surfacing access to nest 
swing for increased accessibility

A formal arrangement of oak trees 
references the apple Oak forest of 
Harcourt and will provide significant 
shade to play space

Barrier to road to discourage 
and slow access

Remove existing 
Eucalypt to prevent 
future safety concerns

Compacted gravel paths and 
play space edging to be 
installed sensitively to avoid 
damage to tree root zones

Car parking to be maintained in the 
gravel area immediately next to the 
asphalt road. Cars will be prevented 
from parking futher into the reserve.

A combination of gabion cages filled 
with granite stones, and granite setts 
used to retain and edge play space 
respectively.

Future extension of connecting path

Universal path of access provides 
easy access from accessible car park 
to amenity area

Area under trees mulched to protect 
root zones

Rubber surfacing access to 
multi-person rocker for increased 
accessibility

PLAY SPACE

Compacted gravel shared path

Amenity area with picnic setting

Bench built into gabion retaining wall 

DDA compliant bench with back and armrests

Grassed kickabout/stage area

Oak trees for shade

General Layout & Amenity
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Play tower with high level enclosed slide 

Basket swing

Spica spinner

Four person springer

Pentatonic standing xylophone

Cantilevered climbing poles

Low commando climbing net

Granite climbing dome

Timber walkway and log steps
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Artistic/Interpretation Elements
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Oak leaf sculpture

Apple star sculpture set into log

Granite rock scatter

LEGEND

Proposed organic mulch surface

Proposed compacted gravel paving

Proposed grassed surface

Proposed rubber softfall surface

Tree canopy over

Gabion cage edging with granite infill

Granite sett edging

Granite boulders

Play equipment
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Play Elements
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Play tower with enclosed slide and climbing net

Basket swing

Spica spinner

Four person springer

Pentatonic standing xylophone

Cantilevered climbing poles

Low commando climbing net

Granite climbing dome

Timber walkway and granite steps
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Artistic/Interpretation Elements

PRECEDENT IMAGES
Images chosen are indicative and conceptual in nature.

The preliminary concept will be further refined in the next stage, and individual elements detailed to a higher level of resolution

1 Oak leaf sculpture
Two different species of oaks are present 
withing the reserve, providing shde and 
character. 
The Oak Forest  at the foot of Mount Alexander 
is also a well known and valued part of the 
Harcourt landscape, providing shade and 
amenity over the hot summers.

2 Apple star sculpture
Interpret the apple star (and the story about how 
the apple got its star) into a small sculpture with 
interesting tactile qualities.  
The cast sculpture is prposed to be incorporated 
into an oversize climbing log as a secret to 
discover.

3 Granite rocks
The scatter of granite tors across the play 
ground echos the wild rocky landscape of Mount 
Alexander and in particular Dog Rocks.
These large stones are playthings in their own 
right, to climb and nestle into, super-size in 
scale to small children. Granite is also proposed 
to be used as edging in the play space.

2 Harcourt over time
As a custom element in the play tower; a column of 
horizontal timbers refrences the old apple crates. 
Prominent family names associated with Harcourt over 
time are burnt into each piece, from earliest to most 
recent; a visible line if history. The apple tree motif is 
woven through as a graphic element in the style of old 
hand drawn illustration.
In contrast to the timbers, some sections of the tower are 
finished in the red of the modern apple crates.
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The ‘Winchester’ tower from 
Adventure Plus is a large challenging 
piece of equipment that responds to 
the children’s strong preference for 

large multi-play units. 
It is very customisable in terms of 

appearance and materials

Nest swings provide entertainment 
for all ages and support many 

different kinds of abilities as well.
This swing with a single mounting 

point has an excellent three 
dimensional range of movement.
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Climbing was strongly supported in 
the consultation with children. This 

hand-crafted granite dome provides 
play value as well as having unique 

sculptural qualities

This 6 person 
springer encourages 

social interaction. 

Low cantilevered poles provide 
young children with a task that 

looks very challenging but poses 
realatively low risk.

Spinning provides unique stimulation to 
the vestibular system, and children enjoy 
the feeling of nearly being out of control.
This ‘Spica’ spinner from Kompan is a 
classic, providing lots of play value to a 
wide range of age groups.

Sound is an unusual element to be 
included in a playground. This 

vertical xylophone is tuned to a 
particular harmonic that provides a 

very pleasant combination of sounds

A low ‘commando’ style net provides 
climbing and cordination challenges for 
younger children and children of verying 
abilities. Located close to the ground it 
minimised risk of injury.

This simpe bridge-like structure is proposed 
to be located at the north end of the play 
space. Together with its associated granite 
edged terraces, it provides natural and 
unstructured play opportunities for children.
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